
Name:
PACK OF 2 P3 PREFILTERS FOR M6200-JUPITER HALF-MASK

Size:
Single

Colour:
White

0082

Description :
Pack of 2 P3 filters and 2 adapters for M6200-JUPITER half-mask. To use with A2 or A1B1E1K1 filters.

Materials:
Non-woven synthetic fibres.

Instructions for use:
This P3 antidust prefilter is designed to be used against solid and liquid particles of average toxicity and to be used on all
M6000 gas filters. Position a prefilter on each gas filter extremity. Close with the ring to set the prefilter in position. Change
the prefilter if breathing difficulty is increased or if the user smells any odour. Ensure that the references of the filter type
correspond to the planned use.

Limits to use:
Do not use other than for the purpose defined in the instructions for use below, and carefully read the instructions for use
provided with the product before use. Filters may be used safely when: - The oxygen concentration in the ambient air is less
than 19,5% volume, - the type and characteristics of the toxic substance are well known, - the usage limits of the filter,
according to the concentration of the atmospheric pollutant, are respected, - the respiratory filters are under no circumstances
used when entering tanks or non ventilated enclosed spaces (containers, wells, pipes, etc.). In the event of a hazard due to
lack of oxygen (less than 19,5% by volume) or to a high concentration of harmful substances (or if one of the conditions
mentioned above is not fulfilled), the operator should use a device providing complete protection. Do not use with radioactive
materials, micro-organisms or active biochemical substances.

Instructions for storage:
The filters should be stored in an uncontaminated atmosphere in a clean dry location. New filters should be stored in their
shrink wrap packaging. (Away from heat or sun light). Storage temperature should be between -5ºC and +35ºC, and humidity
less than 75% HR. If filters are not kept in their original packing or if they are not stored according to the recommended
conditions, the end of shelf life might no longer be validair.

Instructions for cleaning / maintenance:
Remove the ring, clean it with a humid cloth soaked with a soft detergent. Do not use abrasive products or solvents.
Disposable prefilters.Change the prefilter after every uninterrupted use.

Performances :
This P2 antidust prefilter complies with the European directive 89/686, notably regarding ergonomics, innocuousness and
comfort, and with EN143:2000/A1:2006 (P2 R Class) standard

Technical specs

M6000PREP3 - M6000PREP3 (M6000PREP3R)
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